
INTERACTION LAB
CLASS 6: ANIMATION & VARIABLES



VARIABLES



VARIABLES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A variable is a  symbolic name (an 
identifier) which contains data (a value).  

In programming, variables are used to 
store information that may need to 
change. 

Variables can represent all kinds of 
information, including: names of people or 
places, the size of something, lists of 
things, as well as more complex data 
structures.



VARIABLES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Technically a variable points to a place in a 
computer’s memory where data is stored.  

Computers can only process one instruction 
at a time. 

variables allow programs to save 
information at one point in the program and 
refer back to it later.



PRIMITIVE VARIABLE TYPES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Primitive variables provide the basic 
building blocks of a programming language.  

Processing’s primitive variable types are:  

• Boolean 
• Char 
• Byte 
• Color 
• Int 
• Long 
• Float 
• Double



PRIMITIVE VARIABLE TYPES

• Boolean: true or false 

• Char: “a”, “b”, “c” 

• Byte: -128 to 127      8 bits 

• Int: –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647  
•  

Float: decimal like 1.34 

• Long: very big number 

• Double: lots of decimal places



VARIABLE DECLARATION, ASSIGNMENT  
& INITIALIZATION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Before a variable can be used, it must 
first be declared in your program. 

Variables in Processing must:  
 -define a data type  
 -name for the variable. 

At the time of declaration you may set an 
initial value through a process called 
initialization, or you may set the value later 
through assignment.



int age; 
age = 1; 

or 

int age = 1; 
———————————————————————- 
float height; 
height = 5.9; 

or 

float height = 5.9;

VARIABLE DECLARATION, ASSIGNMENT  
& INITIALIZATION EXAMPLE



ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES



ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Environment variables are variables that 
are already present within the program 
environment.  

These variables do not need to be declared 
or initialized in order to use them. 

Values such as the height and width of the 
screen or window,  or the frame rate your 
program is running at, are available for 
your convenience.



ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES

• width — Width (in pixels) of sketch window.  

• height — Height (in pixels) of sketch window.  

• frameCount — Number of frames processed.  

• frameRate — Rate that frames are processed (per second).  

• displayWidth — Width (in pixels) of entire screen.  

• displayHeight — Height (in pixels) of entire screen.  

• key — Most recent key pressed on the keyboard.  

• keyCode — Numeric code for key pressed on keyboard.  

• keyPressed — True or false? Is a key pressed?……..and more.  



WIDTH & HEIGHT

PHOTO BY AUNTIE P

Two useful environment variables are width 
and height. 

Width and height provide the value of the 
width and height of the sketch’s window. 

size(200, 100); 
background(153); 
line(0, 0, width, height);



MOUSE AND MOUSEY

Function that returns the x and y coordinates of the cursor.

int circleX = mouseX;
int circleY = mouseY;



VARYING VARIABLE VALUES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

It is not only possible, but likely that you’ll 
want to change the value of a variable at 
some point within your program. 

Changing the value of a variable means 
that anywhere the variable identifier is 
used, the new value will be substituted.



Print the value of a variable

int w = 1920; 
println(w); 

int x = mouse; 
println(x); 

dont forget to put it in a draw() function

DEBUGGING  
& INITIALIZATION EXAMPLE



VARIABLE SCOPE

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Where you declare your variable in your 
program has an effect on where within the 
program that variable is available, this is 
referred to as scope.  

Declaring in Setup vs Draw (Processing) 

Setup vs Loop (Arduino) 



VARIABLE SCOPE

variables declared within either the setup() or draw() functions may be only used 
in these functions.  

Global variables, variables declared outside of setup() and draw(), may be used 
anywhere within the program. 
 



SETUP AND DRAW FUNCTIONS



SETUP() & DRAW() FUNCTIONS EXAMPLE

void setup() { 
  size(200, 200); 
} 

void draw() {             //similar to loop 
  background(255); 
  fill(175); 
  ellipse(100, 100, 50, 50); 
} 



VARIABLES THAT DON’T CHANGE

void setup() {
  size(200, 200);
}
void draw() {
  background(255);
  int circleX = 100;
  int circleY = 100;

  fill(175);
  ellipse(circleX, circleY, 50, 50);
} 



VARIABLE FOR CHANGING VALUES

void setup() {
  size(200, 200);
}

void draw() {
  int circleX = mouseX;
  int circleY = mouseY;

  background(255);
  fill(175);
  ellipse(circleX, circleY, 50, 50);
} 



VARIABLES SCOPE

int circleX = mouseX;
int circleY = mouseY;

void setup() {
  size(200, 200);
}

void draw() {
   background(255);
  fill(175);
  ellipse(circleX, circleY, 50, 50);
} 



VARIABLE SCOPE

Where you declare your 
variable in your program 
has an effect on where 
within the program that 

variable is available, this is 
referred to as scope.

// this is a global variable
int x = 50;

void setup(){
  // this is a local variable
  int y = 50;
}

void draw(){
  // this will not work
  // because of variable scope
  ellipse(x, y, 10, 10);}



OPERATORS



OPERATORS

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Operators allow you to assign, add, 
subtract, multiply, divide, compare, and 
perform other manipulations on values 
within your program.



These math operators allow you to 
perform mathematical operations on 
numbers: 

• + (addition), ++ (increment) += (add 
assign) 

• - (minus), -- (decrement)   
-= (subtract assign) 

• * (multiply)  *= (multiply assign) 
• / (divide)  /= (divide assign) 
• % (modulo) remainder

MATH OPERATORS

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA



These math operators allow you to perform 
mathematical operations on numbers: 

int a = 50;
int b = 23;
a += b; // Sets 'a' to 73
println(a);
println(b);

evaluated in order of execution.

+= OPERATOR

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA



X & Y INCREMENT

PHOTO BY WILLIAMCROMAR

A shape can be moved by changing the x or y 
coordinates of the shape over time. 

This is done by associating the x and y 
coordinates with a numeric variable that 
increments or decrements within the draw() 
function. 
x++;   increments 1 
x+= 5;   increments 5 



RANDOM() FUNCTION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

You can easily generate random numbers 
within your program by using the random() 
function. 

The value returned by random() is a 
floating point number, however it is easy to 
convert this value to a whole number. 



float r = random(1, 100);  

int r = int(random(1, 100)); 

background(random(255));

RANDOM() EXAMPLES



    float r;  //red 
    float g;  //green 
    float b;  //blue 
    float a;   //alpha or transparency 
    float diam;  //diameter 
    float x;     //x coordinate 
    float y;     //y coordinate 
    void setup() { 
      size(200, 200); 
      background(255); //erases if called in draw() 
    } 
void draw() { 
      r = random(255); 
      g = random(255); 
      b = random(255); 
      a = random(255); 
      diam = random(20); 
      x = random(width); 
      y = random(height); 
      // Use values to draw an ellipse 
      noStroke(); 
      fill(r, g, b, a); 
      ellipse(x, y, diam, diam);}



MAP() FUNCTION

PHOTO BY FELIPEGIL

Sometimes the value of your variable is not 
within a range that is directly useful to 
you.  

You can remap a numeric value from one 
range to another. 

map(value, start1, stop1, start2, stop2) 



ANIMATION IN PROCESSING

PHOTO BY CHRISTINE WILKS

Animation can be achieved in Processing by 
using a variety of different techniques, 
including the use of variables and functions 
that facilitate the movement and 
transformation of shapes.



FRAMERATE

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Framerate is the frequency with which 
individual frames (drawings or images) 
within a sequence of frames is shown. 

In Processing you can set the framerate 
by using the framefrate() function. 

You can also get the framerate by using 
the framerate environment variable.



FRAMERATE EXAMPLE

void setup() { 
  size(500, 500); 
  frameRate(60); 
} 
void draw() { 
  println(frameRate); 
} 



FRAMERATE AND FRAMECOUNT EXAMPLE

int y = 4; 

void setup() { 
  size(320, 240); 
} 

void draw() { 
  background(0); 
  rect(0, frameRate, frameCount, y); 
}



RECTANGLE DROP

int x = 0; 
int y = 0; 
int w = 50; 
void setup() { 
  size(500, 500); 
} 
void draw() { 
  background(0); 

  rect(x, y, w, w);  //rectangle position is a variable 
  //x++;               //increments by 1, x = x+1 
  y += 5;            //sets y equal to 5 and adds 1 
}



RECTANGLE DROP LOOP

int x = 0; 
int y = 0; 
int w = 50; 
void setup() { 
  size(500, 500); 
} 
void draw() { 
  background(0); 

  rect(x, y, w, w); 
  //x++;               //increments by 1, x = x+1 
  y += 5;            //sets y equal to 5 and adds 1 
if (y >= height) { 
  y = 0;} 
}



DROPPED BALL

DROPPEDBALL_ INT

DROPPEDBALL_FLOAT



TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS

PHOTO BY WWW.WD.RR.NU

Transform functions allow you to modify 
the size and proportions of a  drawn shape. 

Transformations are cumulative and apply 
to everything that is drawn after the 
transform function is called. 

scale();

http://www.WD.RR.nu


rect(20, 20, 50, 50); 
scale(0.5); 
rect(20, 20, 50, 50);

TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS EXAMPLE



ROTATE FUNCTIONS

PHOTO BY ATTILA CON LA CÁMARA

The rotate functions rotate a shape the 
amount specified by the angle parameter 
around the x, y or z axis, specified in 
radians. 

The rotate functions: 

• rotate() 
• rotateX() 
• rotateY() 
• rotateZ()



ROTATE FUNCTIONS

PHOTO BY WIKIPEDIA

rotate(angle in radians) 
rotate(PI/4) 

Convert degrees to radians
float deg = radians(360); 
or
rotate(radians(360));



ROTATE FUNCTIONS

translate(width/2, height/2); 
rotate(radians(45));   //convert 45 degrees into radians 
rectMode(CENTER); 
rect(0, 0, 100, 100);



ROTATE FUNCTIONS

float a = 45; 
void setup() { 
  size(200, 200); 
} 
void draw() { 
  background(255); 
  stroke(0); 
  fill(175); 
    rotate(radians(a)); 
  rectMode(CENTER); 
  rect(100, 100, 100, 100); 
  
}



SCALE FUNCTION

PHOTO BY JD HANCOCK

The scale() function scales (increases or 
decreases) the size of a shape by 
expanding and contracting vertices.  

Objects always scale from their relative 
origin to the coordinate system.  

Scaled values are specified as decimal 
percentages.



fill(255,0,0);
rect(20, 20, 50, 50);

fill(0,255,0);
scale(0.5);
rect(20, 20, 50, 50);

fill(0,0,255);
scale(3);
rect(20, 20, 50, 50);

SCALE() FUNCTION



TRANSLATE FUNCTION

PHOTO FROM PROCESSING

The translate() function specifies an 
amount to displace shapes within the 
display window by shifting the origin. 

Basically, it converts from one coordinate 
system to another. 

The x parameter specifies left/right 
translation, the y parameter specifies up/
down translation, and the z parameter 
specifies translations toward/away from 
the screen.



rect(0, 0, 55, 55);  // Draw rect at original 0,0 
translate(30, 20);   //move origin by this amount 
rect(0, 0, 55, 55);  // Draw rect at new 0,0 

translate(14, 14); 
rect(0, 0, 55, 55);  // Draw rect at new 0,0

TRANSLATE FUNCTIONS EXAMPLE



void setup() { 
  size(200, 200); 
} 
void draw() { 
  float a = frameCount; 
  background(255); 
  fill(175); 
    //translate(width/2, height/2); 
  rectMode(CENTER); 
  rotate(radians(a)); 
  rect(100, 100, 100, 100); 
  
}

EXPLAINING ROTATE WITH TRANSLATE 
EXAMPLE (ROTATING A SQUARE)



void setup() { 
  size(400, 400); 
} 
void draw() { 
  float a = frameCount; 
  background(255); 
  fill(175); 
   translate(width/2, height/2); 
  rectMode(CENTER); 
  rotate(radians(a)); 
  rect(0, 0, 100, 100); 
   
  rotate(radians(a)); 
  rect(0, 0, 50, 50);}

ROTATING 2 SQUARES



MATRIX FUNCTIONS



MATRIX FUNCTIONS

PHOTO FROM DAVISWEBTECH.WORDPRESS.COM

The pushMatrix() function saves 
the current coordinate system 
and popMatrix() restores saved 
coordinate system. 

pushMatrix() and 
popMatrix() are used in 
conjunction with the other 
transformation functions and 
help to control the scope of 
transformations.

like saveMatrix() and 
restoreMatrix() 

http://daviswebtech.wordpress.com


MATRIX FUNCTIONS

With these two functions 
combined, you can apply 
different transformation functions 
to different parts of your code. 

Before calling transformation 
functions, call pushMatrix(). 
When you're done and want to 
stop applying those 
transformations to drawn 
shapes, call popMatrix(



fill(255);            //white 
rect(0, 0, 50, 50); 

pushMatrix();        //remember our current origin 
translate(30, 20);    //change origin  
fill(0);             //black 
rect(0, 0, 50, 50); 
popMatrix();        //reload the origin we saved  

fill(100);          //grey 
rect(15, 10, 50, 50); 

show pushPop.pde

MATRIX FUNCTIONS EXAMPLE



MOTION GRAPHIC
popmatrix_rotate.pde

float a = 0.0;
void setup()
{size(200,200);
}
void draw(){
  background(255);
fill(255);       //white
rect(0, 0, 50, 50);

pushMatrix();        //remember our current origin
translate(100, 100);    //change origin 
fill(0);             //black
rotate(a);           // rotate
rect(0, 0, 50, 50);
popMatrix();        //reload the origin we saved 
//translate(0, 0);  
fill(100);          //grey
rectMode(CENTER);
rect(100, 100, 50, 50);
 a += 0.02;          //increase a by .02
}



LIBRARIES

PHOTO BY SAMANTHA MARX

Libraries can be used to expand the 
capabilities of both Processing and Arduino. 

For example, Processing libraries can be 
used to manipulate images, audio, and 
video, as well as for communication. 

Libraries may be created by the 
Processing or Arduino teams, or they may 
be contributed by independent developers.



INSTALLING LIBRARIES

PHOTO BY AZ

In Processing many Libraries can be 
installed by selecting Sketch / Import 
Library… / Add Library… from the menu 
and searching for a library. 

In Arduino libraries can be installed by 
selecting Sketch / Import Library… / Add 
Library… from the menu. 

Libraries can also be downloaded and 
manually installed by copying the library’s 
files into the libraries folder.



ANI ANIMATION LIBRARY

PHOTO FROM DAVISWEBTECH.WORDPRESS.COM

Ani is a library for creating animations and 
transitions in Processing. 
  
Ani helps you to move things around on the 
screen or to animate any numeric variable. 

Ani can be installed from within Processing 
or downloaded from here: 

• looksgood.de/libraries/Ani/

http://daviswebtech.wordpress.com
http://looksgood.de/libraries/Ani/


ANI EXAMPLE

import de.looksgood.ani.*; 
float x = 0; 
float y = 0; 

void setup() { 
  size(500, 500); 
  Ani.init(this); 
  Ani.to(this, 1.0, "x", width/2); 
  Ani.to(this, 1.0, "y", height/2); 
} 

void draw() { 
  background(255); 
  fill(0); 
  ellipse(x,y,50,50); 
}



READING ASSIGNMENT

Readings:

Learning Processing: Chapter 5 Conditionals
Learning Processing: Chapter 6 Loops
Learning Processing: Chapter 7 Functions

Discussion:
Conditionals, Iteration & Functions
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